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The photophysical properties of several dihydrofullerenes were measured in 
toluene solutions. A reduction of the singlet oxygen quantum yields 
(less than 15 %) due to functionalization was found only for the pyrene and 
chlorine containing derivatives. <I>A is not affected by attached cyclohexanol 
to C7o or C6o within experimental error. C60 derivatives exhibit larger optical 
nonlinearities than unfunctionalized C60, whereas the corresponding C70 
derivatives have slightly smaller nonlinearities than C70. The photochemical 
stability was determined for pulsed laser (308 nm) and daylight irradiation 
in toluene solution. It was found that the photostability when irradiated by 
308 nm radiation decreases with functionalization; the decrease being more 
profound for C6o than for C70. Under daylight irradiation the derivatives 
exhibit high stability with the exception of the chlorine containing 
derivative. 
INTRODUCTION 
Discovery of an efficient method for preparation of macroscopic amounts of C6o and 
C70 fiillerenes in 1990 (1) has allowed not only the study of fullerenes themselves but has 
also been followed by the successful syntheses of various fullerene derivatives, e.g. (2), as 
well as extensive research on the properties of these, rapidly growing in number, 
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compounds. Scientific activity devoted to the study of the photophysical and 
photochemical properties of fullerene derivatives now appears (3) to exceed that devoted 
to the study of unfunctionalized C6o and C70, e.g. (4). Early on it was found that, by 
functionalization of the fullerene cage, its chemical and physical properties could be 
dramatically changed. A promising opportunity exists for the utilization of fullerene-based 
materials for many applications because it is possible, due to functionalization, to improve 
on some of the undesirable properties of fullerenes (e.g. weak absorption in visible region, 
poor solubility in polar solvents, etc.) while maintaining their desirable properties (e.g. 
high quantum yields of triplet states, singlet oxygen, relatively good photochemical 
stability, etc.). The main task is to design suitable fiinctionalizations which will not cause 
the desirable properties of the cage to disappear. 
At the fundamental level, the main goal of the study of fullerene derivatives is 
understanding how functionalization affects the electronic structure of fullerene and thus 
influences its photophysical and photochemical properties. Knowledge obtained in the 
framework of such study should be useful for the molecular design of fullerene-based 
compounds which exhibit properties tailored for the following applications: 
Construction of a dry solid-gas singlet oxygen generator (5), for which fullerene 
derivatives are required with strong absorption in the visible, high singlet oxygen 
quantum yields, good photochemical stability, and which allow efficient molecular 
oxygen transport through their solid layers. Although this generator is first destined to be 
a part of an oxygen-iodine laser (4f, 6), it might also be used in biomedical and chemical 
laboratories. 
Successful use of fullerene derivatives as sensitizers in photodynamic therapy of 
cancer and as molecular tools for photo-induced sequence-specific DNA cleavage 
(7) require their water solubility, strong absorption in the Vis/NIR region, high quantum 
yield of singlet oxygen, good photochemical stability, and nontoxicity in the ground 
state. 
Fullerene derivatives will be used as sensitizers of photooxygenation reactions in 
laboratories (8) and photochemical facilities utilizing solar energy (9), if they can be 
made to strongly absorb visible radiation, produce singlet oxygen with high quantum 
yields, are stable under long-term irradiation, and have good solubility in common 
solvents. 
If the triplet-triplet absorption spectra of some derivatives should show higher 
absorption coefficients in the visible than unfunctionalized fullerenes, they might be used 
as optical limiters. 
For our experiments devoted to the study of the photophysical and photochemical 
properties of fullerene derivatives and to their comparison with unfunctionalized 
fullerenes, we have chosen compounds (Fig. 1) synthesized at the Institute of Organic 
Chemistry of the University of Regensburg (10). Among the large numbers of 
functionalization methods for fullerenes, cycloaddition reactions seem to be the most 
powerful tools (11). Special attention must be drawn to the method of Rubin et al. (12), 
which includes the Diels-Alder addition of an electron rich silyle enole ether to the 
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acceptor moiety of fullerene. In an expansion of this original concept, we have studied the 
use of modified enole ethers to introduce various groups to fullerene (10). The synthesis 
implies the aldole condensation of an aldehyde to the corresponding enone and 
modification to a silyl enole ether by use of Danishefski's method (13). 
SINGLET OXYGEN PRODUCTION 
Fullerenes produce singlet oxygen in large quantities with quantum yields close to unity 
(4a-d) and exhibit good photochemical stability (4a, b, f, n). The presence of a tailored 
side chain can significantly affect the production of singlet oxygen. It has been found, for 
multiply-functionalized derivatives, that increasing perturbation of fullerene's 7i-system 
reduces ' 0 2 quantum yields (3a, b, g, h). Monofiinctionalization has less apparent effect, 
since the photochemical properties of fullerene moiety remain intact while the optical, 
photochemical and electrochemical properties of a side chain become more dominant. 
We have determined the relative singlet oxygen quantum yields <DA for a set of fullerene 
derivatives 1 - 6 in aerated toluene at excitation wavelengths of 308 nm and 410 nm using 
time-resolved near-IR luminescence measurement (Table I). The decay of 1270-nm ' 0 2 
luminescence (14) was monoexponential throughout. Details of the apparatus and data 
handling procedures have been given elsewhere (15). The <J>A were estimated from the 
energy dependence of the zero-time amplitude of the signal intensity (Fig. 2). They are 
expressed relative to C6o, whose 0 A i s arbitrarily taken to be 1.00. All of the air-saturated 
toluene solutions were optically matched to give absorbances of 0.241 ± 0.003 and 0.289 
± 0.003 in a 1-cm cell at 308 and 410 nm, respectively. Multiphotonic processes are the 
cause of the negative deviations from linearity in the zero-intensity amplitude vs. laser 
energy plots. For this reason, only the linear region (usually energies from 30 up to 120 
|aJ) was considered for the evaluation of $>A (Table I). All compounds were stable under 
the conditions used for these measurements. 
Comparing the <t>A of C60 and 6 it appears that the cyclohexanol side chain does not 
affect the production of '0 2 . This is in a good agreement with Anderson et al. (3a), 
although we have used different excitation wavelengths and solvents. Compound 5 is the 
worst singlet oxygen producer of 4 - 6. The presence of a chlorine atom within the 
cyclohexane side chain probably influences spin-orbit coupling and consequently limits the 
production of '0 2 . We have also synthesized compound 4 , an analog of 6, with C70. 
Comparing 4 and C7o, no effect of the cyclohexanol side chain on <J>A has been observed. 
This behavior, similar to the results for C60 and 6, has not yet been reported. Comparison 
of the for 2 and 3 reflect the effect of the moieties phenylanthracene (2) and pyrene (3) 
on ' 0 2 production, since the moieties cyclohexanon (2) and esterificated cyclohexanol (3) 
are closely bound to Ceo and thus do not affect 3>A. Phenylanthracene moiety can behave 
independently as a ' 0 2 producer, considering the fact that part of the incident radiation is 
directly absorbed by this polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) moiety. We cannot, 
however, confirm this independent behavior within 2 since the combination of the minor 
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absorption of the incident radiation by phenylanthracene moiety (up to 12 %) and its high 
'02 quantum yield of about 0.9 would not change more than the experimental error. 
Thus, within the experimental error, compound 2 exhibits equal <X>A to Ceo (the same holds 
for 1 with pyrene moiety and C70). On the other hand, compound 3 exhibits reduced O a 
when compared with C6o. This can be interpreted as a result of the C6o-pyrene electronic 
interaction. It is interesting to point out that for compound 1 - the C70 analog - no effect of 
pyrene on <£A has been observed (Table I). Work on energy transfer from PAH to 
fullerene moiety and the validity of Kasha's rule is in progress. 
Table I. Singlet oxygen quantum yields <J>A in aerated toluene, normalized to Cgo, at two 
excitation wavelengths A*xc 
Compound Oa (XeIC= 308 nm) = 4 i 0 nm) 
Ceo 1.00±0.06 1.00±0.05 
C 7 0 0.96±0.08 1.01±0.05 
1 0.93±0.08 0.92±0.05 
2 0.88±0.06 1.00±0.05 
3 0.74±0.06 0.86±0.04 
4 - 0.95±0.06 
5 - 0.89±0.04 
6 - 0.95±0.05 
NONLINEAR OPTICAL RESPONSE 
For the measurement of the optical nonlinearities, a degenerate four wave mixing 
(DFWM) based self-diffraction configuration was used (16). In this configuration, two 
input beams with wavevectors ki and k2, respectively, interact through nonlinear 
polarization in the sample to produce two parametric signals in the directions k3=2ki-k2 
and k4=2k2-ki. These signals correspond to a four wave mixing process related to an 
effective third-order nonlinear susceptibility %tff(3), and are given by an equation of the 
form: 
Is * bu(3) |2 x ( I i 2 x I 2 ) x { [ a L x e x p ( a L / 2 ) ] / [ I - e x p ( - a L ) ] } " 2 [ 1 ] 
where I, is the intensity of generated signal, Ii and I2 are the incident radiation intensities, 
L is the sample thickness and a is the absorption coefficient, the last term being a 
correction related to the linear absorption of the samples. 
The second harmonic of a Nd: YAG laser delivering 10-ns pulses at 532 nm was 
used as the pump source. The output was divided into two beams, which were focused on 
the sample cell with a 15 cm focal length lens. The angle between the two beams was 
approximately 1°, and the beam diameter at the focal plane was measured to be around 
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120 nm. A photomultiplier was used to detect the signal, which was averaged over 500 
laser shots with a fast digital storage oscilloscope (LECROY 9450, 350 MHz). Six 
samples (C6o, C7 0 ,1, 3, 4 and 6 in toluene) were prepared with a concentration of about 1 
mM. Their absorption spectra were measured with a Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer and 
checked before and after irradiation, in order to verify that no photodegradation of the 
samples had occurred. 
For input intensities of about a few hundred kW-cm"2, parametric signals in the 
directions k3=2ki-k2 and k4=2k2-ki appeared for all samples. The intensity dependence of 
the signal ks is shown in Fig. 3a for C6o, 3, and 6 and Fig. 3b for C7 0 ,1, and 4. In all cases, 
the signal k3 increases following a third-order power law, proving that this is related to a 
four wave mixing process. As can be seen, C60 derivatives are characterized by higher 
optical nonlinearities when compared with unfunctionalized C6o, whereas the 
corresponding C70 derivatives have slightly smaller optical nonlinearities than C70. The 
optical nonlinearities of C70, 1 and 4 are much greater than those of the corresponding Ceo 
derivatives (see Fig.3). 
PHOTOCHEMICAL STABILITY 
The fullerene derivatives 1 - 6 and the unfunctionalized fullerenes C60 and C70 were 
irradiated in aerated toluene with XeCl laser light (308 nm) in quartz cells and with 
daylight in glass vials. The chemical changes were observed by means of UV/Vis 
spectrophotometry and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). 
A comparison of the UV/Vis spectra of the irradiated solutions (the selected spectra 
can be seen in Figs 4 - 6) indicates that all of the derivatives 1 - 6 seem to be less stable 
than the corresponding unfunctionalized fullerenes, under the given irradiation conditions. 
The chromatograms allow estimation of the decomposition yields (Fig. 7). The 
decomposition yields of fullerene derivatives 1 - 6 are higher for each derivative than for 
the corresponding unfunctionalized fullerene and the difference between the functionalized 
and unfunctionalized fullerene is significantly higher for C60 than for C70. The first finding 
had been expected, based on the results obtained for the epoxide C6oO by other groups (3 
1, m) But, the second finding is surprising and, together with the high (Table I), looks 
to be very promising for the prospective applications of C70 derivatives. 
Although the derivative peaks in the chromatograms of irradiated solutions of 
derivatives containing PAH moiety (1-3) completely disappeared above a given number of 
XeCl laser shots (6000, 5000, and 2000 for 1, 2 and 3, respectively), in the corresponding 
absorption spectra (see for example Figs. 4 and 6) bands assigned to pyrene (316 nm, 330 
nm , and 345 nm) and phenylanthracene (366 nm and 387 nm) can still be seen. This 
indicates that the PAH part of dyads 1-3 survived substantial decomposition of the 
fullerene cage. Since the photodecomposition efficiencies are quite similar for the 
derivatives containing PAH moiety (1-3), as well as for the simple dihydrofullerenes (4-6), 
it seems more likely that the PAH molecules observed in the deeply irradiated solutions 
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are residua from photoinduced breakdown of the fiillerene part of the dyad rather than 
species split off from the dyad by spacer photodissociation. In this respect further progress 
is not possible without identification of decomposition products by means of advanced 
separation and analytical techniques. 
A lift of the whole spectrum during irradiation (Figs 4 - 6), caused by the formation of 
a dark-brown precipitate in the irradiated solution, has been observed not only in solutions 
of an unfiinctionalized fullerenes (for which this phenomenon already has been described, 
for lamp (4i) and laser (17) induced photolysis) but also for 1 - 6 . C70 and its derivatives 
produce this solid phase with higher yields than Ceo and its derivatives. Characterization of 
the fine solid particles formed during irradiation is in progress using appropriate methods 
(dynamic light scattering, esr, photoacoustic and Raman spectroscopy). The findings 
presented here and further investigation of the observed phenomenon are topical because 
of the proposed mechanisms of precipitate formation recently published by Yang and 
Hwang (18). 
As can be seen in Fig. 5, during the irradiation of 5 a broad band with a maximum at 
490 nm appeared which has not been observed in the spectra of other compounds. It could 
indicate the presence of unknown photolysis product, which we are now trying to identify 
(by means of gel permeation chromatography and then by FAB-mass and IR spectroscopy 
of isolated products). This finding also reiterates the difference of this chlorine containing 
derivative from the others studied (compare its O a in Table I and note its unusual behavior 
under daylight irradiation, see below). 
A three-week irradiation of the toluene solutions of 1 - 4 and 6 by daylight did not lead 
to any observable chemical changes, in comparison with the control solutions kept in the 
dark. These results agree with the conclusion reached for laser-induced photolysis, that 
the derivatives are less, but not dramatically less, photochemically stable than 
unfiinctionalized Ceo and C70. However, 5 irradiated under the same conditions, showed 
completely different photochemical behavior. The chromatograms shown in Fig. 8 (two 
peaks with retention times 410 and 435 s are assigned to the isomers of 5 depicted in Fig. 
1 as 7a and 7b) testify that, after the given irradiation time, this compound was fully 
decomposed. Neither the yield of the XeCl laser-induced photolysis of this compound (see 
Fig. 7) nor the chromatograms of the irradiated solutions (Fig. 9) indicate any exceptional 
photochemical reactivity of 5. Only in the UV/Vis spectra can something different from 
the other derivatives be seen, as mentioned above. The presence of chlorine in the 
molecule 5 likely causes the observed reactivity during long-term low-intensity irradiation. 
In order to better understand the processes we are conducting experiments with different 
irradiation wavelengthes and intensities and using other techniques for product 
identification. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Functionalization of C6o by cyclohexanol (6) and phenyl anthracene (2) has no effect on 
cDa. On the other hand, the pyrene derivative 3 has reduced singlet oxygen quantum yield 
in contrast to the corresponding C7o analog 1. The chlorine containing derivative 5 exhibits 
lower production of ' 0 2 than unfunctionalized Ceo. 
Oa of 1 and 4 are not affected by attached cyclohexanol (4) and pyrene esterificated 
cyclohexanole (1) within experimental error when compared to unfunctionalized C70. 
C6o derivatives 3 and 6 exhibit larger optical nonlinearities than unfunctionalized Ceo, 
whereas the corresponding C70 derivatives have slightly smaller optical nonlinearities than 
the C70 derivatives 1 and 4. The optical nonlinearities of C70, 1 and 4 are much greater 
than these of Ceo derivatives. 
The derivatives 1 - 6 are less stable under irradiation by XeCl laser radiation (X, = 308 nm; 
1 = 3 MW cm"2) in aerated toluene than the corresponding unfunctionalized fullerene. 
Derivatives of C70 are more stable than derivatives of C6o-
Derivatives 1 - 4 and 6 show very good stability when exposed to daylight in aerated 
toluene for three weeks. On the other hand 5 completely decomposed while the same 
solution, kept in the dark for the same period, stays unchanged. 
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Fig. 1. Formulae of the fullerene derivatives studied. 
Energy [juJ] 
Fig. 2. Laser-energy dependence of the zero-time intensity of 'C^ luminescence at 1270 
nm: a) C6o; b) 3. Inset: Time profile o f ' 0 2 luminescence at 1270 nm 
Fig. 3. Intensity dependence of the degenerate four wave mixing signal k3=2ki-k2 for a) 
C6o, 3 and 6; b) for C7o, 1 and 4 
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Wavelength [nm] 
Fig. 4. UV/Vis absorption spectra of 3 in aerated toluene irradiated at 308 nm (laser pulse 
energy 90 mJ, intensity 3 MW cm"2) 
Wavelength [nm] 
Fig. 5. UV/Vis absorption spectra of 5 in aerated toluene and irradiated at 308 nm (laser 
pulse energy 90 mJ, intensity 3 MW cm"2) 
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Wavelength [nm] 
Fig. 6. UV/Vis absorption spectra of 1 (a) and 4 (b) in aerated toluene and irradiated at 
308 nm (laser pulse energy 90 mJ, intensity 3 MW cm"2) 
Number of laser shots 
Fig. 7. Decomposition yields Y of C6o, C70, and 1 - 6 during photolysis by XeCl laser in 
aerated toluene (308 nm, laser pulse energy 90 mJ, intensity 3 MW cm"2) 
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t [ s ] 
Fig. 8. Chromatograms of toluene solutions of 5 exposed to daylight for three weeks (a) 
and kept in the dark (b) 
t [s] 
Fig. 9. Chromatograms of 5 dissolved in toluene and irradiated by 0 (a), 1000 (b), 2000 
(c) and 3000 (d) laser shots (308 nm, laser pulse energy 90 mJ, intensity 3 MW cm"2) 
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MgCM+ complexes are collisionally generated within a linear-geometry 
quadrupole ion trap and then probed with cw laser radiation. Two different 
techniques, one based on mass spectrometry and one on laser-induced 
fluorescence, are used to measure the photodissociation rate for the 
fragmentation of M g C ^ into Mg and CM neutrals and ions. Measurements 
of both the absolute, total photodissociation cross-section for M g C ^ and 
the relative branching ratios for the formation of Mg+ or CM)+ ions are 
presented. The dependence of the cross-section on wavelength in the 
visible and ultra-violet wavelength regions are discussed with respect to 
the possibilities for using photodissociation measurements as a tool for 
identifying endo- and exohedral MgC60+ complexes 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the many interesting characteristics associated with atom-fullerene complexes 
is their ability to combine with the guest atom or ion positioned either inside or outside 
the carbon shell of the fullerene molecule (1). In general, complexes with the former 
structure are called endohedrals, while those with the latter structure are referred to as 
exohedrals. There is considerable interest within the fullerene community in the 
development of new techniques to both identify and selectively purify each of these two 
species. The endohedral fullerene complexes are of special interest because they are 
expected to have some interesting characteristics associated with the caging of the guest 
particle (2). For example, the fullerene cage may act as a nano-sized conducting shell or 
cavity causing interesting quantum effects in, for example, the modified natural linewidth 
of a trapped particle, or the caging may render normally highly reactive atoms and 
molecules inert to their surroundings outside the fullerene cage. 
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Unfortunately, many common techniques for the study of fullerenes, especially mass 
spectrometry, are ineffective at differentiating between endo- and exohedral complexes. 
Therefore, the technique described here has turned to laser spectroscopy as a tool for the 
study of these complexes. In general, fullerene spectra are relatively weak and have only 
been observed in the solid or liquid phases, with lines mostly restricted to the infrared 
(3,4). This lack of strong, isolated absorption or emission lines in the visible range in the 
known spectra of fullerenes or fullerene-complexes led us to the study of 
photofragmentation effects in these complexes. The caging of the guest particle in 
endohedral complexes leads to the expectation that the stability of endohedrals with 
respect to photodissociation should be much higher than that of exohedrals. This 
approach is therefore hoped to lead to a simple method of determining the complex 
structure (i.e. guest particle position), and, in the long run, to reveal properties of the 
formation and binding mechanisms for both endo- and exohedral complexes. 
The particular choice of a chemical system for this work is MgC^ , generated, stored, 
and analysed in the gas phase, isolated from its surroundings in a linear-geometry ion 
trap. The generation conditions, such as energy and buffer gas pressure, can be accurately 
controlled. Magnesium was chosen as a guest particle because the Mg+ ion has a strong 
and well-known absorption line at 280 nm which can be easily detected by laser-induced 
fluorescence (LEF) (5). This is useful for optical alignment of the system, and it is also 
required for one of the techniques which will be demonstrated for the determination of 
the absolute, total, photodissociation cross-section of the complex (6). 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES 
There are two major components in the experimental apparatus utilised in this work: a 
linear geometry ion trap and a cw laser system (6,7). Four parallel rod electrodes (see 
Fig.l) generate the quadrupole trapping field which traps the ions in two dimensions. 
The trap is divided into 3 segments to allow for the application of dc fields which contain 
the ions along the third, trap-axis, direction. In addition, these dc potentials are used to 
accelerate the ions into collisions for the generation of the complexes. This is done by 
injecting Mg+ ions into one end of the trap while a cloud of C^ molecules is generated at 
the other end with a simple tubular oven. The electric potential at the C60 end is lower 
than at the Mg+ end so that the Mg+ ions are accelerated before interacting with the neutral 
cloud. The trap parameters are set such that Mg+ ions are stable which causes the ions to 
oscillate back and forth in the trap until they react with a Cm molecule. In this manner the 
number of generated complexes is high, although the collision energy is unresolved due 
to collisional cooling of the Mg+ ions. Only kinetic energies below 20 eV were used in 
order to avoid large numbers of fragmentation reactions (7). Given that virtually all of 
the trapping parameters are mass dependent (8), the ion trap itself acts as a mass 
spectrometer. Specifically, a second quadrupole field resonantly excites the mass 
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dependent secular motion of the ions in the trapping field. This causes the amplitude of 
the ion motion to increase until it can be pulled out of the trap and detected with a biased 
electron multiplier tube. With this technique, we have observed mass resolutions as high 
as m/Am=800. The ion trap and fullerene-complex generation procedure are described in 
more detail in another paper in this volume (7). 
The probe laser beams are generated via a series of different but related laser sources. 
An argon ion laser was used to pump an actively stabilised cw ring dye laser. The dye 
laser provided wavelengths between 536 and 594 nm while the argon ion laser itself has 
several useful lines between 458 and 514 nm. The dye-laser output was doubled with a 
KDP crystal in an external intensity enhancement cavity to provide coherent radiation 
near 280 nm. Finally HeNe and diode lasers were used to provide radiation at 633 and 
1300 nm. The employed laser powers were in general always at or below 10 mW. 
The first approach to the measurement of laser-induced photodissociation rates was to 
use mass spectrometry to monitor the populations of the trapped ion species (MgC^ and 
C ^ ) as a function of laser exposure time. The laser beams passed through the interaction 
region at the centre of the trap at an angle of 15° to the trap axis (Fig. 1). Computer 
control was used to repeatable load similar samples of MgCw+ into the trap. After each 
loading the sample was exposed to laser radiation with well defined intensity for a certain 
period of time and then a mass spectrum was taken, before the trap was reloaded. By 
taking these spectra at several different exposure times the exponential decay of the 
MgCM+ complexes was observed (Fig.2a). The second and complementary technique 
observed the generation of Mg+ product ions rather than the destruction of the reactants. 
In addition to the usual dissociating laser, a second, low intensity (Power < 1 mW), co-
linear, chopped laser beam at 280 nm was used to probe the sample. After initially 
removing all Mg+ ions from the trap, the fluorescence from the liberated Mg+ ions was 
monitored as a function of time and the photodissociation rate was determined from the 
(l-e Rl) curve (Fig. 2b). The probe laser was attenuated and chopped to minimise any 
photodissociation due to the 280 nm radiation. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Measurements of the dissociation rate R by either technique described above can be 
made at different values of laser power and wavelength. Measurements of the rate as a 
function of laser power revealed a linear dependence up to our maximum power of 50 
mW (Intensity = 320 W/cm2), indicating that at these low power levels only single photon 
processes are observed. Therefore, the linear photodissociation cross-section o, which is 
a characteristic of the molecule, can be calculated from the rate by application of 
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R = 
hv [1] 
where IL is the average light intensity incident on a trapped molecular complex, and hv is 
the energy of a photon. In order to obtain the absolute cross-section special care must be 
taken to account for the fractional overlap of the laser beam with the trapping volume. 
The long exposure times (a second and longer) mean that at room temperature each 
complex passes through the exposed volume multiple times thus one need only calculate 
the fraction of the volume which is exposed to the laser radiation and scale the incident 
intensity by this factor to determine the average intensity IL. A simple model assuming 
that the trapping region and laser beams are cylinders of radii p and wo respectively, 
which overlap at an angle of 15° yields 
1 rchcpL R R 
where L is the trap length and P0 is the incident laser power. Note that under these 
conditions the rate R is dependent on the laser power Po, not the intensity. This results 
from the fact that, when the intensity is increased by tightening the focusing, the fraction 
of time that a molecule is exposed to the radiation decreases with exactly the same 
dependence that the intensity increases. Thus as long as the process is first order, it is 
power dependent and not intensity dependent. More exact calculations based on 
calculated ion distributions and a gaussian intensity distribution of the laser beam reveal a 
similar result, and for our experimental conditions "pi .2 x 1017 cm 2 smWjxm. In 
addition, these calculations were used to determine an error budget of ±18% on the 
absolute cross-section values, mainly resulting from the uncertainty in the ion cloud 
temperature. The absolute, total, photodissociation cross-sections for M g C ^ were 
determined at selected wavelengths between 280 and 633 nm, with incident laser powers 
of 3 to 11 mW and are shown in Fig. 3. An attempt was made to measure the cross-
section at 1.3 pm, but no measurable dissociation was observed and only an upper bound 
of - 8 x 10"21 cm2 could be determined. 
Given the low collision energies (-10 eV) at which the complexes were generated, it is 
expected that most of these complexes are exohedral in nature (1,9), and this data 
provides two clear indications that this is indeed the case. First, the observation of 
reasonably rapid, single-photon fragmentation at the employed wavelengths (photon 
energy < 4.5 eV) suggests exohedral complexes because the energy required to pass a 
large atom through the cage to form an endohedral is over 20 eV (1,10), and positively 
charged guest ions make the complex even more stable (11). Therefore, one would not 
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expect to observe this much fragmentation of endohedrals at these low photon energies. 
Second, and more concrete, the very slow increase of the cross-section with photon 
energy may be fitted with a broad gaussian function (Fig. 3). This is similar to the energy 
dependence observed when a molecule dissociates by a transition from a bound lower 
state to the turning point of a repulsive upper state in which the Franck-Condon factor in 
the reaction rate is simply a mapping of the ground state wavefunction onto photon-
energy space (Fig.4a). This is a reasonable explanation of what may be happening with 
exohedral M g C ^ , although endohedrals would be expected to have a sharp cut-off 
frequency to their cross-section versus photon-energy plot (Fig.4b) which occurs when 
the photon energy becomes too low to excite the atom above the height of the potential 
barrier formed by the Cw cage. In the case of MgCw+ the width of a sharp feature can be 
roughly estimated by a calculation of the rotational broadening of MgC60+ near room 
temperature, which is 10 meV or less. Therefore, this data clearly suggests that these 
relatively quickly dissociating complexes are exohedral in nature. The total absorbance 
of the ground to excited state transition can be estimated by integrating the Gaussian fit to 
our data, and from this it is trivial to calculate the oscillator strength of the transition. In 
this case, it was slightly below 1, supporting the interpretation of the data as a 
unimolecular decay via a single electric dipole transition. This two state model is a 
necessary condition for the preceding analysis to hold. It should be noted that the good 
agreement of our data with a unimolecular decay model is a somewhat novel result as 
much of the previous work on photofragmentation of fullerenes (e.g. (12)) were 
successfully interpreted in terms of thermionic emission. However, this earlier work 
tended to study fragmentation of the cage itself rather than liberation of a guest atom. 
Nevertheless, with our present experimental apparatus, we cannot completely rule out the 
possibility of thermionic effects in the photodissociation of MgCM+. 
A second class of experiments was carried out to examine the branching ratios of the 
different photon-induced unimolecular reaction pathways. When complexes are loaded 
into the trap, two species dominate, M g C ^ and C60\ Secular excitation was employed to 
remove most of the C6n+ complexes from the trap before laser exposure. It was then 
possible to observe the rate of CM+ generation as MgCw+ was photofragmented by 280 nm 
radiation. The results indicated that 11 ±9 % of the fragmented MgC„+ appeared in the 
trap as CM+ following the reaction: 
MgC6 ; + hv Mg + C6I [3] 
There are three other possible reaction paths that the fragmentation could follow. First, it 
is possible that the complex could fragment into smaller fullerene fragments, but when 
the mass range from Cso to C59 was monitored, no significant population increase was 
observed. The other two possible reaction paths are: 
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M g C ^ + hv —» Mg+ + C s [4] 
MgCV + h v ^ M g C ^ + e . [5] 
The fact that most reactions follow path 3 is not surprising given that the ionisation 
potential of Mg (13) is 75 meV higher than that of CM (14) and thus path 3 is the 
energetically more favourable one. The presence of a significant branch following path 4 
is confirmed by the increase in Mg+ fluorescence during the dissociation process. 
However, at present we cannot generate a absolute fraction from this fluorescence 
measurement. Therefore, a process of elimination of the other paths is employed. With 
respect to path 5, no formation of doubly charged product ions was detected with our 
system. This result can be explained by calculating a lower bound on the required photon 
energy for this process from the potential energy required to displace an electron from a 
doubly charged complex from 3.5 A to This value turns out to be =8eV, thus a 4.5 eV 
photon (X=280 nm) is too weak to initiate reaction 5. With the elimination of fullerene 
shell fragmentation and ionisation, the only remaining branch is path 4, which therefore 
has a probability of 23%. 
The most recent experimental results employed longer laser exposures to further 
investigate the influence of the He buffer gas in the formation process. The results have 
shown that under some formation conditions, there appear to be two different species at 
the M g C ^ mass in the trap. Under 280 nm laser exposure, the photodissociation curve 
contains two different exponentially decaying fractions, with the slower decaying fraction 
having a lifetime of a factor of at least 30 times larger than the originally observed 
species (Fig. 5). The original, fast decaying species is still present and forms at least 60% 
of the complexes generated under any collision conditions. The fraction of the samples 
which decays slowly is nonlinearly dependent on the collision energy and the buffer gas 
pressure, with the slowly-dissociating fraction dropping to zero at low values of either 
quantity. The former result indicates that only the higher energy ions generated by the 
ion source actually form these slow dissociating complexes. Most of the kinetic energy 
from an incident Mg+ ion is converted into internal energy after capture, and must be 
somehow removed before the complex breaks apart. This explains the fact that the size of 
the slow fraction is strongly dependent on the buffer gas pressure in that the He atoms are 
needed to carry off the excess energy. These results support the interpretation that the 
more slowly dissociating fraction corresponds to more stable endohedral complexes. 
Further experimentation is planned to confirm this. Specifically, we hope to explore the 
reactivity of exohedral MgC60+ vs endohedral M g C ^ with the expectation of finding a 
lower reactivity for the endohedral complexes. 
One of the goals of studying these two species is that should the slow-dissociating 
fraction be confirmed as an endohedral complex, then photodissociation measurements 
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could be used a spectroscopic identification tool to differentiate endo- and exohedral 
complexes. Even more important, photodissociation could be used to generate pure, 
gaseous samples of endohedral complexes by fragmenting the exohedrals, and then using 
secular excitation to remove them from the trapping volume. Virtually pure, fast 
dissociating complexes, thought to be exohedral complexes, can be produced simply by 
controlling the collision parameters (low collision energy and low buffer gas pressure). 
CONCLUSIONS 
This work demonstrates two experimental techniques for the measurement of absolute, 
total, photodissociation cross-sections as a function of photon energy by application of 
low laser intensities to ensure the observation of only single-photon processes. In 
addition, a similar technique is shown to determine the branching ratio or partial cross-
section for photodissociation processes which have more than one possible reaction 
pathway. All of these techniques were applied to MgCffl+ complexes and the results 
provided insight into the formation process and structure of these complexes and opened 
the possibilities of using photodissociation as a tool for identification or purification of 
endo- and exohedral complexes. 
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagrams of the linear-geometry ion trap including: (a) the positions 
of the probe laser beam, particle beams, electron multiplier tube, and photomultiplier 
tube and (b) the electrode arrangement used for quadrupole field generation. 
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Fig. 2: Typical data curves for (a)mass spectrometry, and (b) laser-induced fluorescence 
techniques for the determination of photodissociation rates for MgC60\ 
The laser powers and wavelengths are shown in the Figure. 
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Fig. 3: Absolute, total, photodissociation cross-sections of MgCw+ as a function of 
photon energy, measured with incident cw-laser powers between 3 and 11 mW. 
The solid line is a Guassian curve fit to the data. 
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Fig. 4: Sketches of possible ground and excited state potential curves for MgCw+ and 
the resulting approximate dissociation cross section vs. photon energy curves 
for (a) endohedral and (b) exohedral complexes. 
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Fig. 5: Fraction of M g C ^ complexes remaining after sample exposure to a given laser 
power for various times. The complexes were generated at a collision energy of 
10 eV and an He buffer gas pressure of 5.5 x 10'6 mbar. The solid line is a two 
component exponential fit to the data. 
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ABSTRACT 
Functionalization of Cf,o with hydrophilic groups promotes the 
water solubility of the fullerene which, in aqueous solution, leads to an 
irreversible formation of clusters. Capping the surface of water-soluble 
fullerene derivatives with surfactants, however, was found to prevent 
formation of any clusters and, in turn, to stabilize fullerene monomers. 
Flash photolytic and pulse radiolytic techniques were employed to generate 
and investigate excited and reduced states of fullerene derivatives. 
Comparison of capped fullerene with y-CD-incorporated complexes 
provided unambiguous evidence for the presence of fullerene monomers, 
probably, in a core(l'ullerene)-shell(surfactant) type structure. 
INTRODUCTION 
The unique symmetrical shape, the large size of its rc-system, and characteristic 
physico-chemical properties, such as facile reduction (1,2) and photosensitization (3,4) 
of buckminsterfullerene raised the expectation that Q o m ^ y play an active role in 
biologically relevant processes. Indeed, intriguing reports on the bioactivity of C6o 
demonstrated its participation in processes such as enzyme inhibition, antiviral activity, 
DNA cleavage, and photodynamic therapy (5). The predominantly hydrophobic 
character of this spherical carbon allotrope, however, hampers solubilization in polar 
media, including water. A successful strategy to improve this difficulty requires the 
design of water-soluble fullerene derivatives (5-7). Thus, functionalization of C6o with 
hydrophilic addends has become a central topic in synthetic fullerene chemistry. 
Attachment of only a single hydrophilic addend promotes the water-solubility. 
However, strong adsorption forces remain between the fullerene cores and this leads to 
the instantaneous and irreversible formation of clusters. As a consequence of this 
aggregation, the lifetime of the excited triplet slate is reduced by orders of magnitudes 
and detectable reduction is limited to fullerene monomers (8). On the other hand, 
increasing the number of addends at the fullerene core, e.g. via controlled bis-, tris-, or 
even polyfunctionalization, and thereby lowering the fullerene's hydrophobic surface, 
prevents formation of colloidal fullerene clusters (9). 
Surfactants have been successfully employed to solubilize pristine fullerenes in 
aqueous media in reasonable yields (9-11). Although the investigated derivatives are 
sufficiently water-soluble, it will be shown in the present investigation that utilization of 
cationic (cetyltrimethylammonium chloride) and nonionic (Triton X-100) detergents is 
crucial to cap the fullerene core and, thus, obstruct formation of colloidal fullerene 
clusters. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Details of the synthesis of C6oC(COO-)2 (1), C 6 o(C9Hn0 2 ) (COO-) (2), and 
C6O(C4HI0N+) (3) fullerenes have been described in earlier contributions (12,13). 
Picosecond laser flash photolysis experiments were carried out with 532-nm laser 
pulses originating from a mode-locked, Q-switched Quantel YG-501 DP Nd:YAG laser 
system (pulse width = 18 ps, 2-3 mJ / pulse). Nanosecond laser flash photolysis was 
performed with laser pulses from a Qunta-Ray CDR Nd: YAG system (532 nm, 6 ns 
pulse width, 5-10 mJ / pulse) or from a Molectron UV-400 nitrogen laser system (337.1 
nm, 8 ns pulse width, 1 mJ / pulse) in a front face excitation geometry. 
Pulse radiolysis experiments were performed by utilizing 50-ns pulses of 8 MeV 
electrons from a Model TB-8 / 16-IS Electron Linear Accelerator. Dosimetry was based 
on the oxidation of SCN- to (SCN)2*~, which in aqueous, N20-saturated solutions takes 
place with G = 6 (G denotes the number of species per 100 eV). The radical 
concentration generated per pulse amounts to (1-3) x 10-6 M for all the systems 
investigated in this study. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A promising approach to overcome the water insolubility of pristine fullerenes 
encompasses amphophilic functionalization of pristine Cgo via covalent attachment of 
hydrophilic addends (5-7). Functionalization of C(,o with hydrophilic addends, such as 
carboxyl groups or quartery ammonium cations successfully promotes the water 
solubility of the fullerene core. 
Dissolving fullerene derivatives 1-3 in aqueous solution, via suspension in 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and subsequent addition of water, leads in general to the 
irreversible formation of fullerene clusters. This was followed spectroscopically, e.g. the 
sharp absorption bands of monomelic fullerenes (for example C6O(C4HION+) 3: 215, 
258, 310, 416, 524, and 699 nm) transform into broadly absorbing features (around 
263, 332, and 435 nm). These spectral differences serve as a sensitive marker for 
colloidal Q,o clusters and resemble those of pristine C(,o in polar or vesicular media. 
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The data presented here on the functionalization of C<5o show that a single 
hydrophilic addend is not sufficient to prevent the strong hydrophobic 3-dimensional 
interactions among the fullerene moieties and the resulting tendency to form aggregates. 
This precludes, formation of stable monomers of monofunctionalized fullerene 
derivatives in aqueous solution and leads to the irreversible formation of clusters. 
C6O(C4HION+) —aqueous solution—> {C6o(C4H1oN+)}N (1) 
Capping the surface of water-soluble fullerene derivatives with surfactants 
(cetyltrimethylammonium chloride or Triton X-100), however, was found to prevent 
formation of fullerene clusters. Comparison with fullerene clusters and y-CD-
incorporated complexes (14) suggests that the fullerene monomers have a core(fullerene)-
shell(surfactant) type structure. 
C6o(C4HioN+) —surfactant—> [(C6o)(C4H10N+)]surfactant (2) 
Flash photolytic, e.g. nanosecond- and picosecond resolved, techniques were 
employed to generate excited and reduced states of fullerene monomers and fullerene 
clusters 1-3. Differential absorption changes, as typically recorded upon picosecond 
excitation, revealed spectral characteristics of the respective *Si->*S n absorptions which 
were found to be independent on the aggregation state, e.g. monomer versus cluster. 
{C6o(C4H10N+)}n — hv—> {iC6o(C4H10N+)}n 
-ISC-> PC6 0(C4H1 0N+)}n (3) 
Table 1: I'hotophysical data of fullerene clusters 1-3 in aqueous media as 
derived from picosecond measurements. 









{C6oC(COO-)2}„ (1) 888 706 1.2 ns 0.4 jis 
{C6o(C9Hn02)(COO-)}n(2) 910 690 1.4 ns a 
{C60(C4H10N+))}n(3) 920 680 1.3 ns 0.3 us 
a no observable absorption changes upon nanosecond pulse 
The intersystem crossing rates to the excited triplet state for fullerene clusters 1-3 closely 
resemble those of various monofunctionalized fullerene derivatives in non-polar 
solutions. This is remarkable, since closely packed thin films of Ceo. as formed upon 
sublimation, display a much faster decay on the order of 2 ps for the fullerenes excited 
singlet state. This density dependence of the relaxation process has been interpreted in 
terms of a fast depopulation of the excited singlet state via singlet-singlet annihilation. 
Since unambiguous evidence substantiates the cluster concept of compounds 1-3, the 
present data suggest relatively weaker cohesive interaction between the fullerene moieties 
in aqueous solutions than in thin films. This is interesting in the sense that, on an 
absolute scale, the cohesive forces in the cluster are, nevertheless, strong enough to 
prevent easy redissolution. In conclusion, fullerene aggregation was found to have 
insignificant impact on those physico chemical properties which are related to the 
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generation and fate of the fullerene's excited singlet state. 
Noticeable differences were observed with respect to the absorption maxima of 
the corresponding *Ti->*T„ absorptions for monomel ic and colloidal derivatives 1-3 in 
nanosecond studies (15,16). In surfactant media, the maxima were generally blue-shifted 
relative to the analogous y-CD complexes, e.g., [(3C6o)(C4HioN+)]surfactant: 690 nm vs 
[(3C6o)(C4HioN+)]/y-CD: 700 nm. These shifts parallel the blue-shifts of the fullerene 
clusters ({C6o(C4HioN+)}n: 680 nm). A possible rationale for this observation may be 
the different polarity of the surrounding solvent. 
Clustering also caused remarkable differences for the life-time of the fullerene's 
excited triplet states which are %i/2 = 0.4 and 0.3 [is for the colloidal clusters of 1 and 3, 
respectively. No *Ti~>*Tn absorption could be detected for cluster 2. Although the 
cluster-induced packing did not impact the fullerenes' intersystem crossing, triplet-triplet 
annihilation apparently leads to an acceleration of the decay process with rate constants 
two orders of magnitude higher than those for the corresponding fullerene monomers. 
Studies of the excited triplet behavior of fullerenes in solvents of different polarity 
substantiate this assumption. 
Capping derivatives 1-3 with surfactants or incorporation into the cavity of y-CD 
effectively shields individual fullerene cores from each other and discriminates cluster-
induced quenching of the excited triplet state. In line with this hypothesis monomelic 
derivatives 1-3 revealed the instantaneous formation of long lived *Ti~>*Tn absorptions 
with life-times exceeding those observed in homogeneous solutions. Exponential decay 
to the original base line, as observed in the time-absorption profiles throughout the UV-
vis-NIR range indicates no noticeable chemical reaction of the photoexcited fullerenes 
with the surfactant or y-CD host. 
Table 2: Photophys ica l data of monomer ic fu l lerene / sur fac tant c o m p l e x e s 
1-3 in aqueous media . 
Compound 
^•max 




[M-ls - l ] 
XV2 
(C60-)R 
[C60lsurfactant a 750 7.4 X 107 a 0.44 ms 
[C6oC(COO-)2]surfiiclanl (1) 700 69 [is 4.8 x 106 1.1 ms 
[ ( ^ ( C g H 1 i02 ) (C00-) ] s u r f a c t a l l , (2) 690 63 [is 4.9 x 106 2.4 ms 
[Q»(C4H10N+)]Surfaeta.,. O ) " 690 56 (is 7.8 x 10
6 1.9 ms 
a counter anion is chloride 
Reductive quenching of the fullerenes' excited triplet state with sacrificial electron 
donors, such as DABCO, was achieved by photoexcitation of solutions of monomeric 
derivatives 1-3. 
[(3C60)(C4H10N+)]surfactimt + DABCO —> 
(DABCO)'+ (4) 
The higher electron withdrawing effects induced by the functional groups in derivatives 1 
and 2, as compared to the quartery ammonium cation in C(,o(C4HioN+) 3, lead to a two-
fold decrease of the underlying quenching rate constant. In y-CD complexes, the rates for 
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charge-recombination were found to be on the order of 2 x 10* s-l (not listed), indicating 
a destabilization of the charge separated radical pair by nearly two-orders of magnitude 
relative to the analogous capped derivatives (~ 3 x 102 s-i). These trends are well in line 
with pristine C6o and can be considered to reflect a more proficient penetration of 
DABCO molecules towards the photoexcited fullerene, namely (3Cf,o)R, in the cavity of 
the y-CD host than through the surfactant shell. In turn, charge recombination, by means 
of a reaction between (DABCO)'+ and (Cr,o*~)R, should be similarly affected. 
Pulse radiolysis is another important source for fast kinetic spectroscopic studies 
and for the generation of rc-radical anions of pristine fullerenes and functionalized 
fullerene derivatives. As a consequence of the moderate redox potential of pristine Cf,o 
radical-induced reduction by hydrated electrons or (CH3)2*C(OH) radicals take place 
rapidly (17). Surprisingly, pulse radiolysis experiments failed to substantiate any 
reduction of compounds 1 and 2 in aqueous solution. The decay of the hydrated electron 
at 720 nm was virtually unaffected regardless of the applied fullerene concentration. The 
lack of any detectable absorption changes in the NIR, which are attributable to the 
fullerene rc-radical anion (Cf,o*-), further corroborates this observation, and was 
rationalized in terms of clustering (13). 
Differential absorption changes at 720 nm (absorption maximum of the hydrated 
electron) and throughout the NIR, recorded upon pulse radiolysis of surfactant capped 2 
in deoxygenated aqueous/2-propanol solution (9:1 v/v) confirm that this fullerene 
monomer is susceptible for reduction. Variation of the concentration (0.2 - 4.0 x 10~5 M) 
impacted the decay of the hydrated electron absorption at 720 nm in a linear manner. The 
underlying rate was found to be dependent on the fullerene concentration and, 
furthermore, in excellent agreement with the rale of formation of the fullerene 7i-radical 
anion (1015 nm). This suggests that the observed reaction can be unambiguously 
ascribed to reduction of the fullerene complex by hydrated electrons. 
[C 6 0 (C 4 H m N + ) ] s u d a t , a n t + ea t )- —> [(C60--)(C4H10N+)]surfactant (5) 
[C6o(C4Hi0N+)]surfactant + (CH3)2»C(OH) —> 
[(C60*~)(C4H 1 oN+)] surfactant + (CH3)2CO + H+ (6) 
T a b l e 3 : Rate c o n s t a n t ( k r e ( j u c i j M n ) and absorpt ion m a x i m a ( A , m a x ) for the 
r a d i o l y t i c r e d u c t i o n of m o n o m e l i c fu l l erene / s u r f a c t a n t c o m p l e x e s 1 - 3 in 








^max (QsO* )R 
[nm] 
[ [C60C(COO-)2lsurfac.an. (1) 1.7 X 1010 5.4 x 10" 1015 
I [C60(C 9 H„O 2 ) (COO-)] s l i r f l l c t a n l (2) 2.3 x 1010 6.1 x 108 1010 
[C60(C4MloN+))]surfaclan1 (3) 3.5 x lO'O 7.7 x 10« 1010 
The corresponding rate constants for the reduction of [C6o(C4H10N+)]surfactant 
and, as earlier reported, for C<-,<)(C4H ioN+)]Ay-CD by hydrated electrons show a 
significant rate enhancement over pristine Cr,o and negatively charged analogues of 1 and 
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2, which were surface capped or y-CD-incorporated. This can plausibly be rationalized in 
terras of the Columbic forces which decelerate a reaction between hydrated electrons and 
the negatively charged fullerenes while they facilitate reduction of the positively charged 
fullerene. On the other hand, electron transfer rates from uncharged (CH3)2*C(OH) 
radicals, which should be less affected by the surface charge of the respective 
functionalized fullerene derivative, substantiates the trend observed for reactions of the 
hydrated electron. This suggests, in line with the quenching rates, an anodic shift of the 
reduction potential of 3 relative to 1 and 2. 
Similar to the *Ti~>*Tn absorption, NIR bands of pulse radiolytically generated 
7i-radical anions 1-3 are very sensitive to the surrounding environment. The overall trend 
(see Table 3), e.g. [ ( C 6 0 - ) ( C 4 H , 0 N + ) ] /y -CD > [ ( C 6 0 - - ) ( C 3 H 7 N ) ] > 
[(C6o*-)(C4H1 0N+)]. s u r f a c t a n t > ([(C60'-)(C4H1 0N+)]n , substantiates the above 
observation on the maxima of the corresponding *Ti—>*Tn absorption. This leads to the 
hypothesis that inside of the y-CD cavity the fullerene moiety is efficiently shielded from 
the aqueous phase, comparable to the environmental parameters of N-
methylfulleropyrrolidine in toluene. In surfactant based core(fullerene)-shell(surfactant) 
structures the dynamic exchange of surfactant molecules allows contact with the 
surrounding aqueous phase and, thus, alters the environment of the fullerene core. 
Further support for this assumption emerges from studies on the radiolytic formation of 
equatorial-(C6o*~)[C(COOEt)2]2 in non-polar toluene and its hydrolyzed analogue, i.e. 
equatorial-(C6o*~)[C(COO-)2]2, ' n aqueous media (9). The latter exhibits a bathochromic 
shift from 1065 nm to 1050 nm, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
Excited states properties of two supramolecular Ru(IT)-C<50 donor-
bridge-acceptor dyads were studied under various conditions and compared 
to those of a model complex Ru(II)(bpy)2(bpy-R). The steady-state 
luminescence yield of Ru(II)-C6o dyads is noticeably quenched relative to 
the ruthenium model complex indicating intramolecular electron/energy 
transfer from the ruthenium excited MLCT state to the fullerene's ground 
state. Picosecond resolved photolysis shows that the photoexcited MLCT 
state in the Ru(II)-C6o dyad transforms rapidly into the charge separated 
state (Ru(III)-C6o'") which was confirmed by monitoring the characteristic 
NIR absorption of the fullerene ^-radical anion. 
INTRODUCTION 
Photoexcited states of ruthenium polypyridyl complexes and its derivatives have 
evoked interdisciplinary interest to employ them as building blocks in devices that 
perform light- and/or redox-induced functions (1). The strong emission of the 
ruthenium's metal-to-ligand charge transfer states, generated with high quantum yields, 
make these long-lived states attractive and convenient probes for monitoring energy and 
electron transfer processes. The remarkable redox features of pristine fullerenes and 
monofunctionalized fullerene derivatives, in their ground (Ej/2 (= -0.44 V vs SCE) and 
also photoexcited states (E1 / 2 ^Ceo) = + 1-44 V vs SCE; E 1 / 2 (3C6o) = + 1.01 V vs 
SCE) (2), suggests that they are potentially useful as electron acceptor moieties in 
supramolecular electron relay systems. Accordingly the unique combination of 
photosensitive ruthenium-(13) complexes with electron-deficient fullerenes is a promising 
approach for photosensitive assemblies (3). This inspired us to extend our concept of 
donor-bridge-acceptor dyads for the design of light-harvesting devices and to investigate 
them in electron transfer reactions. 
The energetically high-lying ruthenium excited MLCT state (Eo_>o = 1-96 eV) 
(1) should facilitate photoinduced intramolecular electron transfer to the fullerene's 
ground state. 
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